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Golden Lonely
Moneybrother

                         Bm
You breaking up my happy home (it just don t work that way)
                         F#m
I can see where this is turning now
                         Bm
Just a look and there you go (it just dont work that way)
                         F#m
All that I was building s burning down

 
C#m                      Bm
   Why you doing this to me (aint supposed to be like that)
C#m                   Bm
Make me suffer endlessly

     D        C#m   Bm
With one hand on my shoulder 
  D         C#m      Bm
A quick goodbye it s over

                       Bm
Seven days is much too long  (it just don t work that way)
                         F#m
What s the point in me returning now
                    Bm
Just a week ago I d sworn  (it just don t work that way)
                          F#m
Ain t no way that this is ending now

C#m              Bm
  Time and Time again   (aint supposed to be like that)
C#m                        Bm
Going through what I can t stand 

     D        C#m   Bm
With one hand on my shoulder 
  D         C#m      Bm
A quick goodbye it s over

        A
Walking out that door
D                         A        D
Once, my friend, but not no more



    Interlude: C#m - Bm - C#m - Bm

C#m              Bm
  Time and Time again   (aint supposed to be like that)
C#m                        Bm
Going through what I can t stand 

     D        C#m   Bm
With one hand on my shoulder 
  D         C#m      Bm
A quick goodbye it s over

        A
Walking out that door
D                         A        D
Once, my friend, but not no more
     A
This can t be true
D                A    D
Oh, baby, it was you

                  Bm
Girl you left me lonely
                  D
Right down there lonely
                    A
And I wish you were lonely too
                  Bm
Girl you left me lonely
                  D
Right down there lonely
                    A
And I wish you were lonely too
                  Bm
Shot through the heart and left to die
D
Wasted in the streets I cried
                    A
how I wish you were lonely too
       Bm
Shot through the heart and left to die
D
Wasted in the streets I cried
                    A             Ending: - G F#m A - G F#m A - Bm Bm A - G ...A
- 
how I wish you were lonely too


